
Half Termly Plan
The What?

Topic – Festivals

Maths (Functional/accredited) Statistics 
and money

S1 – S3 Identify a wide range of charts and 

ways of presenting information. Add, Subtract 
money in a variety of contexts
S4 – S6 Identify and create a wide range of 
charts and graphs. Identify when graphs and 
charts are deliberately created to be 

misleading. Complete a wide range of money 
calculations. 

W1, 2, W3 identify different ways of showing 
information, Present information in a wide 
variety of ways. Identify misleading charts. 
Create Infographics 

W4 and 5 Recap Money, and using money. 

Science           Sound Waves

W1 What is sound, Create sound how does it 
travel, String telephone experiment

W2 What is sound, Create sound how does it 
travel, String telephone experiment
W3  How does Sound travel, Sound waves
W4. Musical Coat Hangers
W5 Create Musical instruments, how can we 

change the sound. Make high or low pitch
W6 Create Musical instruments, how can we 
change the sound. Make high or low pitch

Computing Using an Animation Project

W1 and 2 animation through still images
W3 Plan a Story board for animation

W4 and 5 Plasticene figure animation 
W6 Look at animations and consider next steps

W 1 and 2 Write a script 
W3 and 4 Create animation film

W 5 Show Films

https://www.culturestreet.org.uk/activities/stopframeanima
tor/

English (Functional/accredited) 
Formal/Impersonal Writing

Writing

S1 – S3 Write short pieces to communicate 
information. Form sentences with correct 
structure. Consider interesting adjectives. Hot 
seat a range of characters and consider what 
they may say in a range of situations

S4 – S6 Write paragraphs to communicate 
information. Plan and write a range of stories 
and consider, plot characters and setting. 
Consider what character may feel and say

W1 – W2 Plan and write short pieces about a 
variety of topics
W3 – W6 Try and use a wide variety of sentence 
starters and adjectives to make writing 
interesting. 

Reading
S1 - S3 Begin to identify what makes it 
persuasive. Recognise the function and subject 
of a piece of writing

S4-S6  Identify what makes a piece of writing 
engaging. Recognise the function and purpose 
of writing and identify variety of subjects. 
Identify what makes the writing interesting

W1- W6 explore a range of texts and answer 
questions about the texts. Explore a range of 
characters and answer questions including, how 
and why.

Enrichment

Students will have a choice of which Enrichment 
activities they would like to do. 

Careers

Students consider long term aspirations and 
goals, Students will make goals and review goals 

and aspirations. They will consider aspirations 
and how they could achieve their long term 
goals. Students will work om Mini Enterprise, 
The Tenner Challenge. 

https://nationalcareers.service.gov.uk/
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Understanding the World (curriculum 
based)

S1-S3 Work with others to complete a project, 

discuss and research the information as and 
when needed. Develop understanding of plants

S4-S6 Plan Project and Work with others to 
complete a project, discuss and research the 

information as and when needed. Develop 
understanding of seasons. 

W1- W6 Understand and recognise a number of 
festivals around the world. Work in small teams 

to plan a festival. 

PSHE & Life Skills Positive Relationships

S1-S3 Work together and discuss ideas. 

Develop a greater understanding of current 
issues and discuss and understand others ideas

S4-S6 Form opinions and begin to generate 
arguments to challenge others ideas and 

opinions.

W1 – Recognise different types of relationship 
W2 – Healthy and unhealthy Friendships

W3 - Deal with challenges in friendships
W4 – Consent
W5 –W6 How to support friends

Expressive Arts

L1-L3 Begin to look at self portrait. Begin to 
think about how we can show our work.

L4 – L7 What do we need to do to create our 
own gallery, what jobs would we need? How can 
we help each other?

Sessions taught by specialist art teacher 

Sessions taught by specialist drama

Physical Education 
Athletics

S1-S3 Develop kicking styles, play games with 

others and follow rules. Practice working 
together. Recognise things I have done well. 
S3-S6 practice attacking and defending 
techniques. Develop leadership and team work 
skills. Review and develop skills

Sessions Taught by specialist PE Teacher
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